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The Arabic letters are used in many writing languages. However, little work has been
done to analyze and characterize handwritten Arabic letters comprehensively. Such
characterization is important for the active research in computer processing of Arabic
written scripts. We extract carefully selected features from a large database of
handwritten Arabic letters. We extract features from the letter’s secondary components,
main body, skeleton, and boundary. These features are studied and statistically analyzed
to reach the targeted characterization. Observations about the important writing style
variations are presented and statistically specified. The Arabic letters have multiple forms
depending on the letter’s position in the word. Comparisons among the four main letter
forms (isolated, initial, medial, and final) are also presented.
Keywords: Pattern analysis; pattern characterization; handwritten Arabic letters; feature
extraction.

1. Introduction
Arabic letters are used in about 27 writing languages including Arabic, Persian,
Kurdish, Urdu, and Jawi [1]. The Arabic writing system flows from right-to-left
and is always cursive; both when printed and handwritten. Computer processing
of handwritten Arabic scripts includes several fields such as online recognition,
offline word recognition, offline character recognition, writer identification and
verification, and signature recognition and verification. These fields are active
research areas. Example research in these fields are [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], respectively.
Researchers dealing with processing of unconstrained handwritten Arabic cursive
scripts must overcome many difficulties such as unlimited variation in human
handwriting, similarities of distinct character shapes, character overlaps, and
interconnections of neighboring characters.
Research in these fields would benefit from thorough description of
handwritten Arabic letters, survey of their writing variations, and analysis of their
characteristics. Many research papers in these fields have short introductory
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sections about the general characteristics of the printed and handwritten Arabic
scripts [7, 8, 9, 10]. In the online recognition field, El-Wakil and Shoukry studied
the structure of Arabic letters and noticed that every Arabic letter has a main
stroke and some letters have dots and secondary stroke [11]. Mezghani et al.
studied the variations in written Arabic letters [12]. Biadsy et al. characterized
some aspects of the Arabic script [13].
In the offline character recognition field, Sari et al. described the general
characteristics of Arabic text and used morphological features of the Arabic
letters such as turning points, holes, ascenders, descenders, and dots for
segmentation and recognition [14]. Menasri et al. identified letter body alphabet
for handwritten Arabic letters; they classified Arabic letters into root shapes and
optional tails. Multiple Arabic letters that only differ in the existence and number
of dots are mapped to the same root shape. This alphabet also includes common
vertical ligatures of joined letters [4].
Pechwitz et al. have collected a database of handwritten Arabic names for
Tunisian towns and published statistics about the size of this database in words,
parts of Arabic words (PAWs), and characters [15]. Khedher and Abandah
described the main characteristics of the Arabic writing and provided statistics
for PAWs and letter forms [16]. Malas et al. provided statistics about frequencies
of Arabic letters and letter pairs [17].
Some analyses have been done for handwritten scripts of other languages.
Nakagawa and Matsumoto analyzed databases of online handwritten Japanese
character patterns concentrating on variations in stroke count [18]. Chang and
Yan have also analyzed and extracted stroke structures of optically scanned
Chinese characters [19]. Deshpande et al. described the general features of the
Devnagari, the script of the Hindi language; they extracted directional features of
Devnagari characters, and represented them in regular expressions for
recognition [20].
In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis and characterization of
handwritten Arabic letters. We also describe some important variations
encountered in these letters, stressing out those variations that present problems
for computer applications. We hope that this characterization would be useful to
researchers involved in the various fields of computer processing of these letters.
As far as we know, this paper is the only paper dedicated to this subject.
For this characterization, we rely on extracting carefully selected features
from a database of 104 handwritten Arabic letter forms. These features are often
extracted in Arabic character recognition [21, 9, 22, 10, 23]. The extracted letter
features are analyzed to find the characteristics of handwritten Arabic letters.
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This paper is organized in 6 sections. Section 2 is an introduction on the
Arabic letters. Section 3 describes our experimental setup including the used
database of Arabic letter samples and feature extraction and analysis tools.
Section 4 describes the feature extraction techniques used in this research. These
techniques include extracting features from the secondary components of the
letter, the main body of the letter, the letter skeleton, and the letter boundary.
Section 5 uses the features extracted from this database to characterize
handwritten Arabic letters. Finally, Section 6 states the main conclusions.

2. Overview of Arabic Letters
In this paper, we characterize the Arabic letters that are commonly used in the
Arabic language. There are 28 basic letters in the Arabic alphabet. However, in
order to accommodate the needs of other languages, additional letters and
symbols were added to this alphabet. Table 1 shows this basic alphabet. We have
added in this table the Hamza character ( )ءbecause this character is often found
in the Arabic writing. Hamza has several shapes; its shape changes according to
its position in the Arabic word and types of short vowels (harakat) present around
it [24].
As shown in this table, each letter has multiple forms depending on its
position in the word. Each letter is drawn in an isolated form when it is written
alone, and is drawn in up to three other forms when it is written connected to
other letters in the word. For example, the letter Ain has four forms: isolated ()ع,
initial ()ﻋ, medial ()ﻌ, and final ()ﻊ. Moreover, letters Alef, Teh, and Hamza
have other forms as shown in Table 1. These four forms have similar frequencies
in Arabic text: isolated 23.4%, initial 27.8%, medial 21.0%, and final 27.8% [16].
Within a word, every letter can connect from the right with the previous
letter. However, there are six letters that do not connect from the left with the
next letter (see Table 1). These letters have only the isolated and final forms.
When one of these six letters is present in a word, the word is broken into subwords, often called parts of Arabic word (PAWs). For example, the word
“Arabic” ( )ﻋربيةhas two PAWs: the first PAW consists of initial Ain ( )ﻋand
final, left-disconnecting, Reh ( ;)رand the second PAW consists of initial Beh ()ب,
medial Yeh ()ي, and final Teh Marbuta ()ة. Note that the letters are usually
connected at a certain horizontal level called the baseline [25].
The average Arabic word has 4.3 letters and 2.2 PAWs [16]. Figure 1 shows
the frequencies of PAWs comprising 1 to 8 letters. The percentage of PAWs
consisting of one letter (isolated form) is 45.8%. The PAWs are relatively short;
about 90% of PAWs have one to three letters.
3
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Table 1. Arabic Letters and Their Four Forms
No
1

a

Letter Isolated
Name a Form
Alef b, c

2

Beh

3

Teh d

4

Theh

5

Jeem

6

Hah

7

Khah

8

Dal b

9

Thal b

10

Reh b

11

Zain

b

12

Seen

13

Sheen

14

Sad

15

Dad

Initial
Form

Medial
Form

Final
Form

ب
ﺗ
ﺛ
ﺟ
ﺣ
ﺧ
ﺳ
ﺷ
ﺻ
ﺿ

ﺒ
ﺘ
ﺜ
ﺠ
ﺤ
ﺨ
ﺴ
ﺸ
ﺼ
ﻀ

ﻰﺎ
ﺐ
ةﺖ
ﺚ
ﺞ
ﺢ
ﺦ
ﺪ
ﺬ
ر
ﺰ
ﺲ
ﺶ
ﺺ
ﺾ

ىا
ب
ةت
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش
ص
ض

No

Letter
Name

16

Tah

17

Zah

18

Ain

19

Ghain

20

Feh

21

Qaf

22

Kaf

23

Lam

24

Meem

25

Noon

26

Heh

27

Waw b

28

Yeh

29 Hamza e

Isolated
Form

Initial
Form

Medial
Form

Final
Form

ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ك
ل
م
ن
ه
و
ي
ء

ﻁ
ﻅ
ﻋ
ﻏ
ﻓ
ﻗ
ﻛ
ﻟ
ﻣ
ﻧ
ﻫ
ﻳ
ﺋ

ﻄ
ﻈ
ﻌ
ﻐ
ﻔ
ﻘ
ﻜ
ﻠ
ﻤ
ﻨ
ﻬ
ي
ﺌ

ﻂ
ﻆ
ﻊ
ﻎ
ﻒ
ﻖ
ﻚ
ﻞ
ﻢ
ﻦ
ﻪ
ﻮ
ﻲ
ﺄ

Letter names are as in the Unicode Standard [25].

b

Letters that do not connect from the left.

c

Alef has straight forms ( )اand curly forms ()ى.
Teh has open forms ( )تand closed forms ( )ةnamed Teh Marbuta.

e

In addition to these forms, the Hamza has the isolated forms ( )آ ﺇ ﺅ ﺃand the final forms ()ﺂ ﺊ ﺆ.
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Fig. 1. Frequencies of PAWs as Function of the Number of Comprising Letters

In a typical Arabic text, the frequencies of Arabic letters widely vary.
Figure 2 shows the frequencies of 29 Arabic letters [17]. The most frequent three
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letters are Alef ()ا, Lam ()ل, and Yeh ( )يwith frequencies of 15.7%, 11.4%, and
8.0%, respectively. The least frequent three letters are Zah ()ظ, Ghain ()غ, and
Dad ()ض, with frequencies of 0.2%, 0.5%, and 0.6%, respectively.
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
ء ي و ه ن م ل ك ق ف غ ع ظ ط ضص ش س ز ر ذ د خ ح ج ث ت ب ا

Fig. 2. Frequencies of 29 Arabic Letters

Some letter sequences have special composite ligatures when they come in
one word. For example, initial Lam ( )ﻟfollowed by final Alef ( )ﺎis usually drawn
( )ﻻnot ()ﻟﺎ, and initial Meem ( )ﻣfollowed by medial Hah ( )ﺤis often drawn ( )
rather than ()ﻣﺤ.
In printed Arabic text, the four letter forms usually have fixed shapes
irrespective of the surrounding letters. However, in Arabic handwriting, there are
slight shape variations for the four letter forms according to the surrounding
letters. These variations are usually smaller than the variations present in the
written forms between one writer and another.
The Arabic language has some diacritics that are used in the holly book
Qur’an and sometimes in teaching material and poetry. These diacritics are small
markings used above or below the letters of a word to specify the exact
pronunciation of the word. They are not commonly used in the daily, scientific,
and business uses, and are not discussed further in this paper.
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3. Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup comprises a database of handwritten Arabic samples and
feature extraction and analysis tools.
3.1. Database of handwritten Arabic samples
Our database of handwritten Arabic samples was collected from 48 persons [16,
27]. These persons were selected to represent various age, gender, and
educational background groups. The samples were collected by asking the
participants to write, as they normally do write, on a blank paper a one page of
cursive Arabic text. This text was carefully selected so that it contains all the
letter forms of the 28 Arabic letters. The sample pages were optically scanned
with a resolution of 300 dpi.
Although the IFN/ENIT database of handwritten town names is widely used
in Arabic OCR research [15], it is not as suitable to our purposes as this database.
The IFN/ENIT database does not include some letter forms (e.g. isolated Ghain),
it has on average about 28 samples per town name (versus 48), and it does not
include full sentences and paragraphs.
We have extracted from the 48 page samples about 440 collections of
individual words, PAWs, and letter forms. Each collection comprises 48 samples
from 48 different persons. Figure 3 shows the collection of 48 samples of the
isolated Ain form.

Fig. 3. A Collection of 48 Samples of the Isolated Ain Form

The collections for initial, medial, and final letter forms were extracted after
manually segmenting their cursive PAWs into individual letters. Manual
segmentation is used to avoid errors that may come from an automatic letter
segmentation process. Automatic segmentation often suffers from over
6
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segmentation, under segmentation, or imprecise segmentation points positioning
[14, 28, 29]. We use in this research 104 collections of letter forms: 30 isolated
forms, 22 initial forms, 22 medial forms, and 30 final forms. These collections
contain all the 28 basic Arabic letters.
3.2. Feature extraction tools
To allow easy extraction of many features from this database of handwritten
Arabic samples, we developed a desktop application using Microsoft Visual
Studio C++. This application is an expandable tool that allows developers to
easily add various preprocessing and feature extraction routines. It enables the
user to select the order of the routines to be applied on the sample collections.
This application allows the user to visualize the results of preprocessing routines
and obtain the results of the feature extraction routines. Figure 4 shows this
application with its dialog box for selecting what routines to apply on the
collection of the isolated Ain samples.

Fig. 4. The Feature Extraction Application and Its Routine Selection Dialog Box
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The preprocessing routines implemented in this application include
binarization, noise removal, thinning, and boundary finding. This application also
features batch processing where the selected routines can be applied on multiple
sample collections. The results of the feature extraction routines can be exported
from this application into an Excel spreadsheet.
We have implemented in this application feature extraction routines for many
features including the selected features described in Section 4. These routines
were applied on the 104 collections of letter forms and the results where exported
for further analysis as described below.
The feature value xijk ; i  1, 2,, L ; j  1, 2,, M ; and k  1, 2,, N is
the kth feature of the ith sample of the jth letter form. There are L  48 samples,
M  104 different letter forms, and N  27 features. Therefore, the average of
the kth feature for letter form  j is

x jk 

1 L
 xijk .
L i1

(1)

The averages shown in some of Section 5’s tables are averages of these
averages over the four Arabic letter forms. The variance of the kth feature for
letter form  j is

s 2jk 

1 L
( xijk  x jk ) 2 .

L  1 i 1

(2)

In order to characterize the average dispersion of the kth feature within every
letter form, we calculate the average coefficient of variance (C.O.V.) by

Average C.O.V.k 

1
M

M

s jk

x
j 1

.

(3)

jk

For some structural features, e.g., loop existence, we estimate the hit ratio of
the feature. For a letter form j that is normally written with this feature, the hit
ratio is the number of samples that does have this feature to the number of
samples.

Hit Ratio jk 

1 L
 hk ( xijk ) ,
L i 1

xijk has feature k
1
.
where hk ( xijk )  
0 xijk doesn't have feature k
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4. Feature Extraction
The following subsections describe the techniques and algorithms used to extract
an assortment of features used to characterize handwritten Arabic letters. We
start by detecting the secondary components of the Arabic letters and extracting
features from these components. Then we remove the secondary components and
extract additional features from the main body, the main body’s skeleton, and the
main body’s boundary.
4.1. Secondary components detection and removal
More than half the Arabic letters are composed of main body and secondary
components. The secondary components are letter components that are
disconnected from the main body. For example, Beh ( )بhas a dot under its main
body, Teh ( )تhas two dots above its main body, and Kaf ( )كhas a zigzag
enclosed within the main body.
Detecting the secondary components can be done after segmenting the binary
image of the letter into its disconnected components using the connected
component labeling techniques [30]. Then the main body is easily identified as it
is usually the largest component and is closer to the letter’s center than the
secondary components. The secondary position is then easily found as the
position of the secondary components relative to the main body. Finally, the
number and position of the secondary components play important role in finding
the secondary type. However, our approach in classifying the secondary
components also utilizes other features extracted from the secondary components
such as size, orientation, roundness, and spatial distribution (see Section 4.2).
After detecting and classifying the secondary components, we remove them
from the letter image and pass the main body to the other feature extraction
stages described below.
4.2. Main body features
Main body features are mainly statistical features. They are found from the letter
image after removing the secondary components. Note that the 104 letter forms
have only 55 distinct main body shapes: 17 isolated, 11 initial, 11 medial, and 16
final main body shapes. For example, the letter form sets: ()خ ح ج, ()ﺌ ﻳ ﻧ ﺛ ﺗ ب,
()ﻐ ﻌ, and ( )ﺾ ﺺhave same main bodies. The following paragraphs define
some main body features: area, width, height, pixel distribution, orientation,
roundness, and number of loops.

9
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Size. We use a threshold function to convert the 2-dimentional image into a
binary image B( x, y )  (0,1) ; black pixels are the foreground pixels and take the
value 1 [31]. A low threshold is used to maintain connectivity of light pen
strokes. The area A of the letter body is found by

A   B( x, y) .
x

(6)

y

To find the main body’s width W and height H, the image is clipped into a
rectangular shape such that all four borders have at least one black pixel. We also
derive a scale-invariant feature; the width to height ratio W/H [32].
Distribution. We partition the clipped image into four equal quadrants and find
the fraction of black pixels in each quadrant relative to the area A. The resulting
four fractions are: upper-right UR/A, lower-right LR/A, lower-left LL/A, and
upper-left UL/A. We also find the fractions of the four halves relative to A: upper
U/A, right R/A, lower Lo/A, and left Lt/A.
Orientation. The orientation  of an elongated object is the orientation of the
elongation axis [31]. The axis of least inertia is the elongation axis. The inertia of
the elongation axis is found by

 2   r 2 B( x, y) ,
x

(7)

y

where r is the perpendicular distance from point (x, y) to the elongation axis.
Using polar coordinates and utilizing the fact that the elongation axis passes
through the center of mass, the inertia is found from the second-order central
moments by

1
2

1
2

 2  ( 20  02 )  ( 20  02 ) cos 2  11 sin 2 .

(8)

The orientation of the elongation axis can be found by solving the
minimization problem of Eq. (8) with respect to  . The orientation  then can
be found by solving

sin 2  

cos 2  

211
4   (  20  02 ) 2
2
11

and

(9)

.

(10)

( 20  02 )
4112  (  20  02 ) 2
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Roundness. The positive and negative values for sine and cosine of 2 in
Eqs. (9) and (10) can be plugged in Eq. (8) to find the minimum and maximum
inertia values, respectively. The object roundness R, defined using Eq. (11), is a
ratio between 0 for a straight line and 1 for a circle.

R

2
 min
2
 max

(11)

Loops. The number of main body loops is a structural feature. There are many
techniques to find the number of loops in an image. We use the connected
component labeling algorithm to find the number of loops. The number of
background components (white components) minus one is the number of loops.
For example, Sad ( )صhas one loop because it has two background components;
the large background component surrounding the letter (always present) and the
small component enclosed within the loop in the right.
4.3. Skeleton features
Thinning is usually a pre-processing stage in character recognition where the
character image is reduced to a simplified one-pixel wide skeleton. We use
Deutsch's thinning algorithm which gives good skeletons for our samples [33].
We use the skeleton of the main letter’s body to extract five features: vertical and
horizontal crossings and three feature points.
Vertical and horizontal crossings are found by counting the number of whiteblack-white transfers when scanning the image’s pixels on a vertical line and a
horizontal line, respectively. These lines are the two lines that pass through the
center of mass of the main body’s skeleton.
Feature points. Three important feature points can be easily found from the
skeleton by examining the eight immediate neighbors of every black pixel: end
point is a point with one black neighbor, branch point has three black neighbors,
and cross point has four black neighbors.
4.4. Boundary features
Boundary finding is another
the character outer contour
letter’s body and use it to
perimeter length, perimeter
energy.

pre-processing stage in character recognition where
is found [34]. We find the boundary of the main
extract five features: number of boundary pixels,
to diagonal ratio, compactness ratio, and bending
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Boundary pixels. The number of boundary pixels m is directly found by
counting the boundary pixels ( xi , yi ), i  1, 2, , m . Then Freeman chain code
is used to compactly encode the boundary pixels [35]. The direction from every
boundary pixel to the next boundary pixel is put in the chain. The direction from
the last pixel to the first pixel is the last code in the chain. The direction codes
f i  [0, 7] are used such that right is 0, up-right is 1, up is 2, etc.
Perimeter length. The perimeter length T is found by summing the distances
from one pixel to the next. Formally, it is found from the chain code using
m
fi is even
1
.
T   L( fi ), where L( fi )  
i 1
 2 fi is odd

(12)

Perimeter to diagonal ratio. We also use a scale-invariant feature which is the
ratio of half the perimeter length to the diagonal of the clipped main body
rectangle T/2D. For simple shapes like Alef ()ا, this ratio is 1, and this ratio is
larger than 1 for more complex shapes.

T /2

T / 2D 

(13)

W2  H2

Compactness ratio. Another derived feature from the perimeter length and the
area is the compactness ratio or roundness ratio which is found by Eq. (14) [36].



T2
4A

(14)

This ratio is 1 for a filled circle and is larger than 1 for distributed complex
shapes.
Bending energy. The bending energy E is a measure of the curvature of the
boundary [36]. It can be found from the chain code by summing the squares of
the direction changes from one boundary pixel to the next.

1 m 

  IF( ki  4, 8  ki , ki )  ,

T i 1  4

2

E

mod( fi 1  fi , 8) i  m
.
where ki  
 mod( f1  f m , 8) i  m

12

(15)

(16)
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5. Characteristics of Handwritten Arabic Letters
The following subsections present characteristics of Arabic letters and some
observations. These characteristics are found by analyzing the features extracted
from the 104 collections of letter forms. We concentrate on the characteristics
differences among the four letter forms.
5.1. Secondary components characteristics
Tables 2 and 3 list the secondary components types and positions that we
encountered in the written Arabic samples.
Table 2. Types of the Secondary Components
No

Secondary Type

1

No Secondary

2

One Dot

3

Two Dots

4

Three Dots

5

Zigzag
a

6

Vertical Bar

7

Vertical bar and a dot a

8

Long Stroke b

Examples

ءوهملعطصسردحىا
نفغظضزذخجب
يقةت
شث
ك
ط
ظ
ﻛ

Average Hit Ratio
99.7%
87.2%
90.4%
87.0%
40.6%
35.4%
18.1%
25.0%

a

This secondary is encountered when the upper vertical stroke is drawn disconnected from the loop of Tah and
Zah.
b
This secondary is encountered when the upper stroke is drawn disconnected from the lower part of initial Kaf.

Table 3. Possible Positions of Secondary Components
No

Secondary Position

1

No Secondary

2

Above

3

Within

4

Below

Examples

ءوهملعطصسردحىا
نقفغضشزذخثةت
كظج
يب

Average Hit Ratio
99.7%
96.0%
84.4%
97.1%

The type and position of the secondary components are very important
features of Arabic letters. For example, recognizing two dots below the main
body are sufficient to recognize the letter Yeh ( )يbecause Yeh is the only letter
that has two dots below the main body. Furthermore, some letters can only be
distinguished by their secondary components. For example, Teh ( )تand
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Theh ( )ثdiffer only by the number of dots above the main body, and medial
Teh ( )ﺘand medial Yeh ( )يdiffer only by the position of the two dots.
There are important variations in drawing the secondary components; mostly
in drawing two dots and three dots. As shown in Table 4—Samples A1, A2, and
A3, the two dots come in three variations: two disconnected dots, two connected
dots, and horizontal dash. Samples A5, A6, and A7 show three variations in
drawing the three dots: three disconnected dots, one dot above horizontal dash,
and hat shape “^”. Any secondary components classification process should take
these variations into consideration [37].
Table 4. Samples Showing Variations in Handwritten Letters
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A
B
C
D
E
F

It is important to note that some writers use styles that replace the secondary
components of isolated and final forms with main body curves. Table 4 shows
some examples: Samples A9 and A10 show how the two dots of isolated Qaf are
replaced, Samples B1 and B2 show how the one dot of isolated Noon is replaced,
and Samples B4 and B5 show how the zigzag of final Kaf is replaced.
One difficulty in recognizing the secondary components comes when hasty
writers draw them connected to the main body. For example, Sample B7 shows
the zigzag connected to Kaf’s body, Sample B8 shows the two dots connected to
Teh’s body, Sample B9 shows the three dots connected to Theh’s body, and
Sample B10 shows the dot connected to Jeem’s body.
Tables 2 and 3 also show the average hit ratios for every secondary type and
secondary position. These averages are taken over all letter forms that have the
corresponding secondary type or position. The high hit ratio for the type “No
Secondary” (99.7%) indicates that this feature is stable against writing variations.
However, the hit ratios of the dots features are lower due to writing style
14
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variations (varying sizes of dots and dots replaced by body curves) and bad
writing (secondaries touching the main body). The hit ratio of the zigzag feature
is only 40.6% because most writers draw it as in Sample B5. The secondary
strokes: vertical bars in letters Tah ( )طand Zah ( )ظand long upper stroke in
initial and medial Kaf ( )ﻛare found disconnected from the main body in 35.4%,
18.1%, and 25.0% of the relevant samples, respectively.
The high hit ratios in Table 3 compared with the hit ratios of Table 2 indicates
that the secondary position features are more stable against writing variations.
Once a secondary feature is present, there is little variation in its position. This
observation is also supported by the C.O.V. averages. The secondary type
features have an average C.O.V. of 0.63 and the secondary position features have
an average of 0.08. In other words, the dispersion of the secondary type features
within each letter form is larger than the dispersion of the secondary position
features.
5.2. Main body characteristics
Table 5 shows the averages of the statistical main body features. These averages
are found for the features extracted from the four letter forms. The averages in
the first three rows indicate that final and isolated forms are larger than initial and
medial forms. Samples C1 and C2 of Table 4 show two extremes; the final Kaf is
much larger than the initial Feh. Moreover, Samples C2 and C3 show that the
initial and final forms of Feh have totally different sizes.
Table 5. Average Values of Some Statistical Features for the Four Letter Forms
No

Feature

Isolated

Initial

Medial

Final

Avg. C.O.V.

1

Area A (in pixels)

731

494

556

764

0.23

2

Width W (in pixels)

52

40

49

59

0.22

3

Height H (in pixels)

42

30

29

39

0.22

4

Ratio W/H

1.40

1.51

2.09

1.75

0.29

5

UR/A

0.28

0.31

0.22

0.23

0.42

6

LR/A

0.24

0.26

0.29

0.24

0.41

7

LL/A

0.33

0.32

0.32

0.34

0.19

8

UL/A

0.15

0.11

0.17

0.19

0.75

9

U/A

0.43

0.43

0.39

0.42

0.21

10

R/A

0.52

0.57

0.51

0.47

0.16

11

Lo/A

0.57

0.57

0.61

0.58

0.15

12

Lt/A

0.48

0.43

0.49

0.53

0.16

13

Orientation 

37°

34°

22°

27°

0.17

14

Roundness R

0.24

0.23

0.25

0.22

0.62
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From the width and height averages, we can conclude that Arabic letters are
generally elongated in the horizontal direction. Also note that the ratio W/H of
medial and final forms is larger than that of isolated and initial forms. Sample C5
shows isolated Alef, which has small W/H ratio. And Sample C6 shows the
medial Seen, which has large W/H ratio. Figure 5 shows the scatter chart of the
average widths and heights for the 104 letter forms.
70
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50
40
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Initial
Medial
Final

30
20
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0
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80

100

Width (pixels)

Fig. 5. Scatter Chart of the Letter Forms Sizes

By studying the averages of pixel distribution fractions, we can reach some
interesting conclusions about the characteristics of handwritten Arabic letters. In
general, Arabic letters have more mass in the lower half of the clipped letter
image. However, on average initial forms have more mass in the right half, and
final forms have more mass in the left half. Sample C8 shows initial Yeh that
demonstrates an example of large relative mass in the right half, and Sample C9
shows final Alef that demonstrates an example of large relative mass in the left
half. Both these samples have most of their respective masses in the lower half.
Moreover, the C.O.V. averages indicate that the dispersion within every letter
form of the four quadrants is larger than that of the four halves.
In general, the Arabic letters go from right to left and up to down. The
average orientation is 30°. However, the four forms have different orientation
averages. The medial form’s average is the closest to the horizontal direction and
the isolated form’s average is the farthest. Sample D1 shows medial Teh which
has a small orientation angle and Sample D2 shows isolated Alef which has a
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large orientation angle. Figure 6 shows the distribution curves for the orientation
and other selected features.
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Fig. 6. Distributions of Selected Features

The last row of Table 5 indicates that the average Arabic letter is far from the
rounded shape. However, Sample D4 shows the isolated Teh Marbuta (closed
form) which is the closest form to perfect circle. On the other hand, Sample D5
shows isolated Reh which is almost a straight line.
While more than half the Arabic letters are usually written without loops (see
Table 6), ten other letters are usually written with one loop in all four forms, two
letters are written with one loop in the medial and final forms only, and three
letters are written with or without a loop according to the writing style. For
example, isolated Jeem ( )جis written without a loop and with a loop as shown in
Samples D7 and D8, respectively. The hit ratio of finding a loop in the samples
of the three letters is 36.3%.
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Table 6. Existence of Loops in Arabic Letters
No

Loop Existence

1

No loops

2

One loop in all forms

3

One loop in some forms

4

One loop in some styles

Examples

ءينلكشسزرذدثتبىا
وهمقفظطضصة
ﻐﻌ
خحج

Average Hit Ratio
95.8%
62.5%
41.7%
36.3%

Medial Heh has large style variation; Samples E1, E2, and E3 show that this
form has styles with no loops, one loop, and two loops, respectively. Moreover,
some writing styles introduce additional loops to the isolated and final forms by
extending the curve of the letter’s end. Examples are Letters Beh (Sample E5),
Teh ()ت, Theh (E6), Ain (E7), Ghain ()غ, Feh (E8), Qaf ()ق, Kaf (B5),
Noon ()ن, curly Alef ()ى, and Yeh (E9). Some writers don’t close the loop of the
final forms of closed Teh ( )ةand Heh ()ﻪ, as illustrated in Samples F1–F3.
We have noticed that some samples of the isolated and final forms of the
letters that have a rounded cusp have unexpected loops when the cusp is drawn
completely closed. We have noticed this observation with some samples of
Letters Seen ()س, Sheen ()ش, Sad ()ص, Dad (see Sample F5), and Noon ()ن.
Also we have noticed that many samples of letters that have a small loop are
drawn with a filled loop that is hard to discover. This was frequently noticed with
samples of Letters Feh ()ف, Qaf ()ق, Meem ()م, and Waw ()و. Samples F7 and
F8 show how the Waw loop is drawn punctured and filled, respectively. Note
also that Sample E8 shows final Feh drawn with a filled loop.
All these style variations give relatively low loop feature hit ratio as shown in
Table 6. Also the average C.O.V. of the loop feature is high (1.84).
5.3. Skeleton characteristics
Table 7 shows some sample letters and the respective main body skeletons. The
vertical and horizontal crossings are measures of the letter’s complexity. For
example, Samples X1, X2, and X3 in Table 7 show the simple final Zain that has
one vertical and one horizontal crossing, isolated Khah that has three vertical
crossings and one horizontal crossing, and the complex final Sad that has two
vertical crossings and four horizontal crossings.
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Table 7. Letter Samples and Respective Skeletons
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

X

Y

Elongated letters have large variance in the number of crossings in the
elongation direction. For example, Samples X5 and X6 of the medial Seen,
which is horizontally elongated, have one vertical crossing and two and five
horizontal crossings, respectively. These two samples illustrate another problem;
Seen has three small teeth that are often lost through the thinning process.
Decorative loops in the isolated and final forms increase the number of
crossings. Samples X8 and X9 illustrate that the vertical crossings of isolated
Beh increase from one to two when this letter is written with a decorative loop.
Also handwriting variations introduce variance in the number of crossings.
Samples Y1 and Y2 show two more samples of the isolated Khah; Sample Y1
has two vertical crossings because it is written with the loop shifted to the back,
and Sample Y2 has four vertical crossings because it is written with the loop
hanging to the front.
The number of feature points is affected when decorative loops are added to
the isolated and final forms. Although isolated Beh has only two end points as
illustrated by Sample X8, adding a decorative loop adds a cross point, or
eliminates an end point and adds a branch point as illustrated by Samples X9 and
Y4, respectively.
The number of feature points is also affected when the secondary objects
touch the main body. Sample Y5 shows an isolated Beh with its dot touching the
main body. As a result, the main body of isolated Beh gets one more end point
and one branch point.
Variations in drawing loops also affect the number of feature points.
Samples Y7 and Y8 show two final Qaf letters with punctured and filled loops,
respectively. The punctured loop feature gives one cross point, whereas the filled
loop gives one branch point and one end point. However, the thinning process
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may dissolve the filled loop completely and end up with no feature points as
illustrated in Sample Y9.
Moreover, the thinning process may remove the teeth of Seen ()س,
Sheen ()ش, Sad ()ص, and Dad ()ض, as illustrated in Sample X5. The removal
of every tooth eliminates one branch point and one end point.
Table 8 shows the averages of the features extracted from the skeleton for the
four letter forms. The averages of the medial and final forms are larger than the
averages of the isolated and initial forms, which is an indication that medial and
final forms are more complex. Note that the averages of the number of end points
is around two or larger. Simple letters have two ends unless one end is a loop as
in isolated Waw ()و. The complex forms have more end points, branch points,
and cross points.
Table 8. Average Values of the Skeleton Features for the Four Letter Forms
No

Feature

Isolated

Initial

Medial

Final

Avg. C.O.V.

1

Vertical Crossings

1.66

1.55

1.68

1.58

0.33

2

Horizontal Crossings

1.75

1.59

1.84

1.91

0.29

3

End Points

1.96

2.00

2.47

2.41

0.26

4

Branch Points

0.71

0.88

1.20

0.99

1.50

5

Cross Points

0.06

0.05

0.08

0.07

2.82

We noticed that the number of cross points is smaller than the expected
number. For example, we expected that the cross point feature would be found
in 6 medial forms out of 23 (averaging 0.26). But the extracted average was
only 0.08. The reason is that cross points are often lost through the thinning
process and are converted to pairs of neighboring branch points as Fig. 7
illustrates. Here the main body of medial Ain has one perceptible cross point at
the base of the loop. But the thinning process converts the cross into two pixels
that are two adjacent branch points.

Fig. 7. Medial Ain: (a) Main Body, (b) Skeleton after Thinning

These writing variations and thinning process conversions yield high
dispersion for the cross and branch points features within the various letter forms.
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This is confirmed by the high the C.O.V. averages for branch and cross points
shown in Table 8.
5.4. Boundary characteristics
Table 9 shows some sample letters and the respective main body boundary.
Sample Z1 shows isolated Reh that has small T/2D ratio and Sample Z2 shows
final Khah that has large T/2D ratio. Samples Z4 and Z5 show isolated Teh and
final Sheen, which are two extreme examples of small and large compactness
ratios, respectively.
Table 9. Letter Samples and Respective Boundaries
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Z

Small rounded shapes tend to have large bending energy factor. One example
is the initial Feh shown in Sample Z7. As the isolated Ain shown in Sample Z8
has rounded and coarse boundary, it also has a relatively large bending energy.
The isolated Lam shown in Sample Z9 is an example large letter that has smooth
boundary and low pending energy.
Table 10 shows the averages of the five features extracted from the boundary
for the four letter forms. The averages of the number of boundary pixels and the
perimeter length indicate that the final and isolated forms are larger than medial
and initial forms.
Table 10. Average Values of the Boundary Features for the Four Letter Forms
No

Feature

Isolated

Initial

Medial

Final

Avg. C.O.V.

1

Boundary Pixels

177

115

135

194

0.22

2

Perimeter Length

203

130

152

221

0.21

3

Perimeter to Diagonal Ratio

1.5

1.2

1.3

1.5

0.10

4

Compactness Ratio

4.6

2.9

3.4

5.2

0.26

5

Bending Energy

0.41

0.47

0.49

0.42

0.17

The averages of perimeter to diagonal ratio and compactness ratio indicate
that the final and isolated forms are more complex and spread than the medial
and initial forms. Finally, the averages of the bending energy indicate that the
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medial and initial forms have slightly more curly boundaries than the final and
isolated forms.
As indicated by the low C.O.V. averages shown in Table 10, the boundary
features have small dispersions within the 104 letter forms. The perimeter to
diagonal ratio has the smallest average dispersion among these features.

6. Conclusions
This paper uses selected feature extraction techniques to characterize handwritten
Arabic letters. The Arabic letters have up to four forms depending on the letter’s
position in the word: isolated, initial, medial, and final. More than half of these
letters have secondary components. The type and position of these components
are important features. However, there are variations in drawing some secondary
components and some writers often replace them in isolated and final forms with
main body curves, or hastily draw them connected to the main body.
Final and isolated forms are generally larger and less compact than initial and
medial forms, whereas medial and final forms are the most complex. Arabic
letters in general have more mass in the lower half, and initial forms have more
mass in the right half, while final forms have more mass in the left half. The
average letter orientation is 30° where the medial form’s average is the closest to
the horizontal direction and the isolated form’s average is the farthest. Although
several letters are formally written with loops, some small loops are hard to
discover when drawn filled, and some writers add decorative loops to the isolated
and final forms.
There are high dispersions within the samples of each letter form in the
features extracted from the main body’s skeleton. This dispersion is due to
variations in writing styles and shape conversions done by the thinning process.
On the other hand, features extracted from the boundary have low dispersions.
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